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PR~ESS SYST~ HYDRAULICS

~RODUCTION

An analysis of hydraulic characteristics of the reactor plenum and the geometry
of the permanent tube sl~>tsindicates the effect of the plenm pressure gradient
on fiow is substantially less than has been used previously to determine process
water flows from cumulative fuel assembly resistances. The correct process
-t er flows are about 5% less than those determined from prese]]thead available
curves (Reference 1) and agree with Bingham pump data reported by the vendor
(Reference 2). Beiter agreement between process water and cooling -t er heat
balances also substantiate the corrected flows (Table 8),
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Process water flow curves have been recalculated using new correlations of
system losses based on pressure measurements; revised curves, equations of
system 10Sses, and additional hydraulic information are presented in this
report.

SWY

A comparison of reactor flows for a full reactor charge (Mark V-R) is
summarized below:

P, L or K Area
Previous Revised
Method

Plenum PresEure,
Ft of D20 at Center 180

Gradient.,* Pt.

Zone I 7

Zone II 14

Zone III 16

Zone IV 20

Zone V 26

Zone VI 26

Plenum Flow, gpm 149,200

Septifoil Flow, gpm 7,000

~P Flow, ~ 156,2w

Method

180

-2

2

5

12

50

25

141,600

6,600

148,2m

C Area
Previous Revised

MethodMethod——

180

‘7

16

148,200

6,900

155,100

180

0

39

1k1,600

7,1m

148,700

Pomp Efficiency, $ 92.lh 87.42 91.14 87.38

* Nominal gradient for zone from center of plenum effective for flow.

* Pump efficiel]cyrequired for indicated flow.

The importut points from the above table in comparison of flowe from the
two methods are:

I ubicLhs5\.f\ED
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Uy~~ASSIFIED
The major effect on flow is cause y e mean Zone I plenum pressure
being 7 to 9 feet less than previously assigned. Of the 600 Mark V-R
assemblies, 342 in PLK and 456 in C are in Zone 1. The plenum .-

1 pressure gradients are shown in Fi@res 1, 2, 3 and b; previous rlows

I

;ere base~ on the total head which-includes velocity effects that
are not wholly effective for flow.

A wide range of flows (~ 4%) occurs within a given row of assemblies
at the periphery of the plenum because of differences in orientation
of permanent tube slots relative to the direction of plenm flow.
The effective head above Zone V assemblies is higher than Zone ~
assemblies because of their location.

The septifoil flows are revised because of error in I{eference12.
A comparison of c septifoil flow (73 septifoils) with PLK (61
septifoils) is more reasonable with the revised curves.

The hydraulics of C are essentially identical to PM for the same
plenum pressure.

This improved calculation method has no significant effeet on current
individual fuel assembly operating limits and perfomlance or on charge
design because the effects are small, usually conservative, and about ,
within the allownces that have been made for uncertain y in assembly flow
in operating limits.

PRGW

The program for implementing the information presented 1x1this report is as
follows:

Issue revised Technical Standards for FumP Cavitation Ltiits
(Reference 13); have Technical Specification revised.

Adopt correct head available -es (thereby, revising the
specified process water flows) in the reactor areas begitining
in January 1967; initial correct flows will be used for the
January monthly report (DFSP-6’7-1-1).

Coilect additional data (flows, pressure, AC motor loadg,
and heat balance comparisons).

Con,rertto this system in describing and planning new charges
(SRL..AOP)as Of January 1967.

Conversion to “thisimproved method of flow calculation is desirable because
it will resttitin:
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More consistency of reactor data with SRL/~ tests.

Better agreement between heat balance calculations based on
process water systec and cooling water system.

Better predictions of operating parameters for special
irradiations (mixed lattices).

With adoption cf the improved calculation method, it is necessary to
remove correction factors from the pusIpflow rates listed to describe
the elbow cavitation curve in Technical Standard DPSTS-10j-1..03and
Technical Specification 5.A.3 and 5.B.3 for PLK. No real chafigein
reactor operation is invdlved. For example, the Technical Limit for
a 14arl<V-R charge (PH:) w~ld remain at 10h°C; the new method of
cslculating the flow for the charge would reduce the quoted flow from
158,000 to 150,000 0. The new standards will reflect this bet,te:r
flow relationship. Lfinitsin operating procedures are related to the
measured plenum pressure, and no revision is reqriire{l.

DISCUSSION

Discrepancies in process !mter flciwsdetbnnined by different methods
were evident in analyses of test data obtained folloting installation of
the Bingham Nps (Reference 3, 4, and 5). &2alysis of first test results
indicated a difference of about 6% between flows determined from vendor’s
puinpdata and from charge resistance. It was concluded that flow rates
determined by charge resistance were more accurate, although the Pmping
efficiency of 9L.7% (required for the higher flows indicated by this
method) ms recognized as suspiciously high.

Reactor flows derived from the earlier data were calculated assuming the
measured pressure gradient acress the plenum (extrapolated for different
plemm flow conditions) was effeetive for flow; this assumption is
incorrect and results in erroneously high flows. The measured pressure
gradient, which was the tokal pressure drop across the plenum, includes
the ,~elocity head (V2/2gc) which is not wholly effective for flow (explained
in the following paragraphs). The same incorrect assumption was made
in initial hydraulic calcu.lations for tuneHigh Flu and Curium II charges;
the d.i.screpancy betweefiflows from vendor’s data and charge resistance
was larger in the small core charges than observed in standard charges
because of the larger plenum pressure (1~, discrepancy for Curium II -
see Reference 6).

*An analysis of the effect of slot orientation indicates the total plenum
pressure (static head plus velocity head) is not wholly effective for
flow; the effective head is the static head plus some fraction of the
plenum velocity head and differs at the entrance to the three permanent
tube slots. The fraction of the velocity head effective o
on orientation of the permanent tube slots re

3%trk3%\$@9
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flow. The total pressure, static pressure and nominal effective pressure
available (row average for three sJ.ots) for the Curium II charge is shown
in Figure 1; the nominal effective pressure available for each row of
assemblies was calctiated by iteration including effects of friction 10SS
across each row of assemblies, vectors of plenm velocities, and fraction
of flow thrnugh each permanent sleeve slot. Pressure measurements during
K-13 within assemblies (Reference 7) and distribution of end fitting ~P’s
substantiate this effective head curve (Ti@res 2 and 3). The shape Of
the effective head curve is similar to the static pressure; therefore, the
static head curve can be used for approximateing the relative flow
distribution in full reactor charges (i.e., Mark V-R, VI-E, etc.) with
a minimal error (less than 1.%error in twbal flow which is within the
accuracy of hydraulic calculations). A comparison of the static pressure
gradient and obser,.,eddistribution of end-fitting ~P’s (average &P
for similarly-zonedasse!nbliesin a row related to head above the assemblies)
for a Mark V-R charge is presented in Fi@re 6.

The scatter in indicated effective head in the outer rows of the reactor
is attributed to effects of slot orientation and different zoned assemblies;
the actual distribution of coolant is also not as well known in this region.

Based on this analysis of the plenum characteristics, the process water
system hydraulics were reevaluated using the vendor’s data for the Bingham
pumps and system pressure measurements at different flows and temperatures
(Table 6).

Bingham ~p Mta

The total dynamic head (1’DH)and pump efficiency (E) for different pump
flows were measued at the Binghm plant for each pump before delivery to
saP. These data are presented in Reference 2 and are summarized in Tables
i, 2, 3, and 4 for each area. krerage values for all pumps are presented
in Table 5. Differences among individual pumps are small (less than O.5%
from average ‘~aY~es); therefore, the average curves were used to develop
head available curves.in this report.

Correlation of System bss Equations

System pressures at different flow and temperate conditions were used to
correlate uressure loss eouations for four different sements of the
primary
symbols

sy~tem; the data ire summarized in Table 6. Th= four sections md
for pressure 10sses are as follows:



From

Reactor Tmk

Pump Discharge Pressure Tap

Heat ~changer Discharge Tap

Edge of Reactor Plenum

To

Fump Suetion Pressure Tap

Heat fichanger Dj.scharge

Edge of Reactor PleI]~Jm

Center of Reactor Plen?n

Tap

The relationship of head 10SS as a function of flow for each sesment was
correlated in tie fo~oting form:

.

i~.ere:

Ay .
cl(p/P)0”2(&)l”8=>

c2(&)2 .
9

Q=

Cl and C2 =

P=

2
+ C2 (*)

>

kss in head, Ft of U2C fla~rirlg

Friction losses sensitive to temperature
(Kinematic viscosit,j.changes)

“Square law” 10Sses and Kinetic energy changes

Individual system flow at average temperature
of D20 in

Constants

Viscosity

segment of system, gpm

correhted from measured data

of fluid,,lb/ft-sec

Density of fluid, lb/ft3

Protc:: The 10Sses in each segment of the system are calculated in
i’t.of D20 at the temperature of flow; the plenm head -le
is the d~fferential head across the wmps less the system
losses in equivalent head at 65°C.

The constants Cl and C2 were evaluated from measured pressure data and
system flows (from &d acro~f pump) by regression anal,~ (calculations
are presented i,nReference , Ju~ement was necessary in evaluating the
data beta.~se CF sl~spoc,~e,.1measurement errors.
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The loss equations for each segment of the system were used to calculate
the plenom head available curves shown on Figures 11 and 12 (full charges
and Curium II respectively). Equations of septifoil system press=re
10Sses as a finction of flow developed in Reference 9 were used fOr
calculating new septifoil flow curves shown on Figures 13 and 14 for fi
charges and Curium II respectively. The sparger jet flow is shown in
Figure 15 for different plenum pressures.

Reactor Tank to -p Suetion Pressure Tap. The 10Ss in static Pre.ssue
in the reactor effluent and pump suction piping is related’to flow by the
following equations:

AHS = 198 (P/~)0”2(&)1’8 + 7.68 (*)2 for PLK
3 .!,

0“2(~Q)1’8 + 5.78 (&)2 for CAHS = 14.5 (p/P) ,
>

The pressure loss in C Area is less than that in PL and K because of the
larger piping in C. The constants in these equations were derived by
regression analysis. The data fo.r..l,L. and ~es (Table 6)
were anomalous; therefore, they were not used in the correlation. The
m/20,000)~ term in the above equations correlated from the data is
equivalent to the velocity head at the pressure tap plus approximately
0.6 velocity head from turns and valves in the suction piping (O.6
velocity head is reasonable for these losses).

~p Discharge Pressme Tap to Heat &changer Discharge Tap. The pressure
loss from the pumps through the heat exchangers is correlated by the
following equation:

0.2(. Q )1.8 + 58.16 ( o,o~)2
AHK = 482.55 (p/P) ~o,ooo

—.. +

This equation is applicable for all areas; minor differences in the piping
(length and turns) have an insignificant effect on the over-all losses.
The major part of the 10S3 occurs across the heat exchangers that are
comon in,all areas.

Heat Exchanger Discharge Tap to Edge of Reactor Plenum. The 10Ss in the
inlet piping to the plenum is related to flow by the followi~ equation:

0.2( Qp )1.8AH1 =~3~.02 (p/P) 20,000

e$’’’”$’
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The (Qp/20,000)2 term included in the previous equations is not included
here because measued data indicated the velocity head recovery at the
edge of the plenum ws approximately equal to the “square laW” 10Sses in
the piping turns and the inlet nozzles. Minor.differences in the plenum
inlet nozzles (between C and PLK) have an insignificant effect on the
pressure 10Ss; therefore, the abme equation Is applicable for all areas.

Plenum Pressure Gradient. ‘l’heloss in pressure across the reactor plenum
was calculated by the following equations:

where

~Hr = 4.55 (p/P)o”2(~)l”8

~Hp = Total loss across reactor plenum, ft.

~$ = Head loss across one row of assemblies, ft.

p/p = Hinematic Viscosity, ft2/sec

Vr = Velocity between rows,of tubes, ft/sec

‘J!heabove equation was derived from the empirical equation presented in
Reference 10 for flow across staggered tube banks and results in good
agreement with measured data as shown below:

Plenum Temperature,

w Flow, w Oc

c-6 Full .Charge u4,800 17

P-14 Fuli Charge 142,200 24

c-1 High Flux
(19 clusters) 72,000 10

K-13 Curiu II
(37 clusters) 1.26,0w 25

Plenum Head bss, ft
Measured Calculated

23 26

30 32

73 66

94 90

Tiieabove equation is simplified for the total ..plenm pressure loss for full
reactor charges (i.e., ~rk V-R, VI-E, etc.) and Ciarim II charges (37
clusters) as follows.:

4“”
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~~ = 233.13

~Hp = 810.10

where

Qp = ~/6 of

Ncte: Regular flow

‘w “’-”3’
@/P)o”2(-)1”8 fill reactor charge

(fi/F)o”*(-)1”8 Curium II
9

plenum flow, gpm

zoning arrangements were assumed for these equations.

~omparison of Calculated with Measured Data. hsses in the different
sements of the urocess water system calculated from the above equatiOns
ar~ compared to ~easured data in Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9. The ple~um
head a~~ailabiecalculated from the above equatious for each teSt
condition is compared to measured values on Figure 10. Tktestandard
error of esttiate of the plenum head available for these data is 3.8%,
which is equivalent to about 1.6% in plenum flow.

Septifoil System Hydraulics

Septifoil system flows are revised as shown on Figure 5 for PLH and C
Area usinR eauations for pressure losses in the system developed in
Reference-9 ~rom measured-data. The total losses
are summarized as follows:

~%otal = LHHx-Hdr + ~H6° + ~H~& +

where:

in the septifoil

AH + ~Ho +

piping

AHS

~%otai -- Total loss in septifoil system piping, ft.
(equivalent to heat exchanger discharge pressure)

~H&-Hti = Difference in pressure between heat excha~discha~ge
and septifoll header pressure tap, ft. = Z.U/(*)

~H6,, = tiss from septifoil header pressure tap to 1~-;nch
individual septifoil supply lines, ft. =~0.23,,,~ 2

~Hl+, = ‘MSS in

AH = Loss in

1~-inch septifoil supply line; ft. = 27.15 (~ )2

septifoil supply pin, ft. = 38.85 (~ ,)2
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~ss acress orifice and backup plate, ft = 22.20 (~)
(for Type E orifice and backup plate)

Loss acro&a2sheath perforations and slot.s,ft. =

0.87 (~) (for Type J slotted web septifoils)

QT “

Qs”

Note: 73 septifoils in C hea; ~ = 73 ~

Total .septifoilflow, ~

Individual septifoil flow, @

61 sepfitoils in ~ Areas; ~-61Qs

Above losses for Type J slotted web septifoils (drawing s4-1-556).

The above equation for septifoil flow ws used with the equations developed
for losses in the primary system to calculate the plenum head available
curves in Figures 11 and ~ md the septifoil flow curves in Figures 13
and 14.

Items Affected by Revised Curves

The revised head availablecurves reduce values for process water flow
about 5% from those presently used and alter the specified radial
distribution of coolant to the fuel assemblies (relative flows of outer
assemblies lower than previous~ specified). In no case is the effect
significant eno~h to revise any assembly limit. Operating ~remeters
related to flow are slightly affected, such as,

Pressures within Assemblies

Channel temperature tits

- Average assemb)y temperature limlts

- BOSF (saturation tempsratwes)

Assembly Power

- SIW power

- BOSF (heat flux)

- Sheath temperature

process inter heat balance
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Faremeters

- Relative

UNCLASSltlku

~ “g-’’”
Related to Past Operation

power distributions

- Flow zoning constants

- Productivity constants

The saturation temperatures at the exit of tiel assembly channels increases
with lower specifi~d assembly flows; therefore, operating limits are currently
based on flows higher than actually exist and are conservative. The lower
flows alter the pressire distribution within the channels and affeet the
saturation temperature (or BOSF) at different elevations in the assembly.

All parameters based on individual assembly power (i.e., slug power, heat
flux, BOSF, etc.) are erroneously high and conservative. (5% flow affects
B@F by 2%)

The error in flow is largest in assemblies in the outer flow zones;
therefore, the real power of these assemblies is less than currentiy
specified. With the correct flow distribution, the power fraction of these
assenblies can be up to 10~ less than previously indicated; therefore,
productivity constsnts developed from past operation for special irradiations
should be revised.

Heat balances between the process water system and cooling inter system have
generally differed by about 5% (process systa higher); this diScrepancy
should be resolved by the revised system flows. A comparison of heat babnces
using flows derived by the old and the revised methods is presented in Table 8;
as shown in Table 8, the anomalies have been essentia~y eliminated.

Items flotAffected

The values for reactor power are determined from the temperature change and
flow of cooling water and are, therefore, not affected by the specified process
water flow. Exposure and productitity equations are refined based on 200 Area
product separation experience.

The process water flows specified for High Flux charges are not as sensitive
to plenum gradients and included correction factors to resolve discrepancies
between resistance and”Binghm pump data. The specified flows are in agreement
!riththe revised hydraulic information in this report; therefore, the reported
maximum neutron flux values achieved during the Hid Flux charges are considered
valid.

~p cavitation limits and shaft break flow reduction factors, although
dependent on process water flows, were determined by reactor tests and
related to plenum pressure; therefore, these parameters are not affected
the changes in specified system flows.

by
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Pump cavitation ltiits are presented in some re~rts and operating procedures
(i.e., Technical Standard) as a function of flow and, therefore, require
revising (see Reference 13 for Technical Standard revision). The revision
is to eliminate an empirical correction added to,force agreement of Binghsm
data with reactor plenum flows (from extrapolation of test station data)
that were determined erroneously.

AC liotorbad ~ta——

Horsepower measurements at different hydraulic conditions are summarized in
Table 7. Motor loads calculated from the new head available curves and tne
average Bingham pump data are shown for comparison. The l%, difference
(average) between measured and calculated motor loads is reasonable because:

The measurements are estimated to be accurate to ~ l%.

. The I-ariation in average motor loads between each area
(from Binghsm data).

is about LO.5$

The standard error of estimate for flow using the revised head available
curves is 1.6% (equivalent to ~ O.6% in motor load).

The measured data normalized to “operatingconditions are plotted on Figure 14.

The loading on theAC motors is the Bingham pump brake horsepower plus
- the energy dissipated in the gear reduced (approximately 45 hp) minus the
.horsepower delivered by the N motors (75 hp at 1.800rpm).

The pump brake horsepower can be calculated from data presented in Tables, 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5 by the following equation:

where:

bhp = Pump brake horsepower

Q = ~p flOW, ~

H = Total dynmic head , ft

E = Pump efficiency

P = Fluid density, lb/ft3



II
A loading of 3400 hp WaS recommended by the Engineering Npartment (Reference~
for the AC motors during normal operation although temporary overloads to
3450 hp were considered acceptable. Wocess water flows for each area which
correspond to the 34OO rating are presented in Reference 14; however, these
flows are based on the incorrect plenum head available curves and limited
data for each area.

An analysis of the variation in flows, extrapolated from mea,sureddata in
Table 7 and normalized to operating conditions (see Fi~re 16), corresponding
to the 3400 rating indicate the small differences between areas reported
previously (Reference lit)are inherent in specific motors, small flow
differences, and small measurement uncertainties. Reactor flows corres~nding
to the 3400 hp rating are surmnarizedbelow; additional data will he taken
(especially in K(;)1:6Lmpro.,ethe extrapolations.

Reactor Flm~s :;orrespondingto AC Motor bad of 3400 l?p-- ——

Reactor Standard
System ~eviatio]]
Flow, g’pm~ gpm ~—

Measured .Wta

- Maximlm Ilotorat 34~

}.verageI.lotorat 34~
or Maxtium Itotorat 3450

Calculated From Bingham Eta*

lVrerageMotor at 3400

154,000 7,3W 45

162,600 6,800 40

167,000 -

* Average flows extrapolated from data for all areas.

* Calculated from average data for Bingham Pps and revised
head available curves.

CAB:gvb
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Table 1 ,

Bingham Pump Wta - P Area

System 1 2 3 4 5 6
Pump
Serial
#31799 - 23 20 22 21 24 25
Flow, ~___ _____ ____TDH E TDH E TDH E TDH E TDH E TDH E

c 566.5 - 562.7 - 568.9 - 566.5 - 565.5 - 547.4 -
.

6,000 538.9 45.o 536.6 45.6 538.9 h5.1 538.9 45.0 535.9 44.9 533.4 45.4

10,000 523.4 64.1 523.1 65.2 527.8 63.4 523.4 64.1 524.2 65.2 520.5 63.4

14,000 510.2 76.0 509.5 76.4 51.2.5 76.1, 510.2 76.o 508.8 76.3 506.2 75.4

18>000 488.6 83.2 487.9 83.9 492.7 83.9 @8.6 83.2 487.6 84.o 484.2 83.6

22,000 457.8 86.8 456.7 87.5 458.o 86.9 457.8 86.8 455.3 87.4 45~.7 86.9

25,000 429.9 87.7 427.1 87.8 b29.5 87.6 429.9 87.7 427.o 88.1 424.o 87.7

28,000 393.1 86.6 39o.6 86.8 392.1 86.6 393.1 86.6 39o.9 86.8 385.o 86.3

30,000 365.2 84.4 360.2 84.2 362.5 83.8 365.2 84.4 361.9 84.8 353.5 83.8

.,
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Table 2

Binghm Fump r!ata- L Area

System 1 2 3 4 5 6
Amlp
Serial #31799- 14 17 1.5 18 16 lg
~ . ..2AT ~,. E TNH E TDH E TDH E TDH E TDH Z.—.-.— —— —— —— —— ——

o

6,000

10,000

14,000

18,000

22,000

25,000

28,000

30,OQo

556.3

535.0

524.j

5=.1

486.9

455.6

k26.7

391.7

364.o

5a.2 -

~ho.7 46.3

52?.5 64.2

513.7 76.1

491.9 83.6

4?7.1 86.9

426.2 87.7

389.4 86.1

357.8 83.4

567.7

541.2

529.2

514.1

492.8

461.7

432.7

396.6

3@.6

560.2 -

45.4 537.6 44,7

64.8 524.8 62.2

7’6.1510.1 75.5

83.6 487.0 82.2

86.7 454.8 86.3

87.3 425.4 86.9

86.4 90.8 86.0

84.6 360.1 83.3

568.5 - 563.4 -

543.1 46.1 539.3 45.0

531.3 64.8 525.3 62.1

516.3 77.3 509.2 75.4

493.5 84.1 488.~ 83.3

459.4 87.4 453.9 86.2

428.0 @.2 425.8 87.6

39~.8 86.4 307.5 86.0

362.0 84.4 357.4 83.4
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Table 3 ,

Bi~ti ~p Data - K Area

System
Eulnp
Serial
#31799-
Flow,gPUI

o

6,000

10,000

14,000

18,000

22,000

25,000

28,000

30,000

1 2 3

12 13 10
TDH E l’DH E l!DH E—— —— ——

552.b - 552.3 - 566.6 -

535.6 46.4 539.1 46.1 538.4 45.6

524.9 65.1 527.4 65.2 528.9 65.0

5c8.9 77.1 5E.7 76.8 513.3 75.8

487.1 83.9 492.4 84.1 488.9 82.7

453.8 86.8 456.9 86.6 453.4 85.9

422.5 87.4 425.5 87.5 423.8 86.4

387.3 86.2 387.7 85.8 *.4 85.9

359.7 84.9 359.1 83.7 356.o 82.8

4 5 6

9 8 11
TDH E TDH E TDH E—— —. —.

564.3 - 565.5 - 557.4 -

538.6 46.2 538.8 45.4 539.8 45.2

529.3 65.5 526.5 64.7 528.2 64.8

51.2.I. 76.3 511.3 76.1 513.8 76.1

491,9 83.8 491.0 83.3 494.5 83.7

457.2 86.8 4>7.6 86.5 462.6 86.6

426.4 87.3 426.o 87.0 432.7 87.4

389.5 85.9 390.4 85.9 3*.8 86.4

3X.4 83.1 361.4 83.6 37o.3 84.6
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Table 4 “

Binghem Pump ~ta - C Area* - Original Impellers

System
Fump
Serial
#31799-
Flow,~

0

6,000

10,000

14,000

18,000

22,000

25,000

28,000

30,000

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 2 3 4 5 6
TDH E TDH E TDH E TDH E TDH E TDH E—— —— —— —— —— ——

565.1 - 559.7 - 551.2 - 548.1 - 558.2 - 562.2 -

535.6 45.8 539.2 46.4 532.3 45.7 539.2 46.2 536.8 46.3 534.0 45.7

523.7 65.1 528.9 65.3 523.2 62.9 528.4 65.3 525.6 65.0 521.2 65.2

509.1 76.1 516.5 76.6 5c8.9 75.8 514.1 76.8 507.6 76.7 5C8.2 76.0

486.6 84.o 490.4 83.8 488.6 84.2 493.3 84.2 487.9 84.4 487.7 84.o

453.7 87.2 455.8 86.8 455.9 87.7 45g.8 87.0 454.8 87.1 452.6 86.4

422.0 87.2 423.3 86.7 424.3 87.7 431.0 88.2 423.4 87.5 421.2 86.7

383.6 86.1 388.7 86.3 388.1 86.8 395.6 86.9 387.7 86.4 385.0 85.8

356.3 83.8 36o.5 84.3 361.0 84.7 367.3 85.0 359.3 84.1 355.o 83.3

* The impellers originally in the C Area pumps were replaced with the ~e~ers
fro!nR Area pumps following the High Flux progrem in 1%6 because of excessive
cavitation dmage in the eye of the impeller.
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Table 5

Bin- Pump ~ta - Average of All Pumps

System Total ~~iC tip
Flow, @ Head, ft Efficiency, %

561.05
> f,~i

o

6,00iI 537.80 45.60 77,3

10,000 525.* 64.35

14,000 5U.20 76.ti

18,000 489.58 83.70

22,000 456.23 86.79

25,000 426.15 87.44

28,000 389.83 86.29

30,000 3@ .60 84.@
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Process lJaterSystem D9ta*

Type P Heat Rxchanger

cycle Charge AH %Ow a %*sxr &—— Flow Temp+.—

R-1 Mark VII-A 418.7, 23,4oO 28.o

R-1 Mark VII-A 412.9 23,900 30.0

P-14 Mark VII-A “ 41.53 23,700 24.o

“-: P-9

K-14

c-4

c-lo

Mark VII-A

Mark VI

Mark VI

Mark VI

‘Wk VI

Mark V-R

Mark VI-E

Mark XII

Mark V-B

Curium I

410.6 24,150 24.o

447.3 20,800 24.o

440.5 21,5m 24.o

448.2 20,800 17.0

439.9 21,500 17.0

400.7 24>900 92.3

3X.9 25,100 91.6

433.4 22,200 75.3

393.4 25,300 94.1<

375.3 26,850 81.0

14.5

15.3

14.4

15.6

1.2.6

13.5

7.8

8.5

14.4

14.4

H.5

10.9

12.6

141.7

146.0

141.3

146.9

112.8

121.1

125.7

130.1

155.1

146.6

126.8

152.5

170.0

23,400

23,900

23,700

24,150

20,000

21,500

20,800

21,500

24,507

24,704

21,956

24,86o

26,514

28.0

30.0

24.o

24.o

24.o

24.0

17.0

17.0

67.3

66.4

54.4

67.1

59.5

.

DPSP-66-1637
RTR-912

Plenum & Inlet PlenM

AHS+AHP
-, -—- -- —.- ,--- s

48.6

47.7

50.6

48.5

41.1

35.5

34.7

36.3

43.3’

34.9

lti.9

46.9

52.3

Flow

23,4m

22,763

23,7W

22,963

20,800

20,172

20,800

20,150

23,135

23,314

20,528

23,838

25,142

28.0

neuu

214.0’)

30.0

24.o

24.o

24.o

24.o

17.0

17.0’

42.2

41.4

33.5

40.1

37.9

203.9

209..1

199.7

271.~

280.-

195E-

F181.

175.3

148.0

k* ml flows and 10Sses ( H) are in gpm and feet, respectively, at temperature (‘C) of fluid; system flows were
determined from pump H curve (Table- 5 ). System pressures were measured with He}se gages.

w Measured head at center of plenw at Zero elevatiOn (excluding blanket gas,pressure .)
+ Average temperat~e Of heat exc~nger ‘lOw ‘s average Of reactOr eff-t and plen~ inlet.

,-,
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S~ry of AC Motor kad Measurements

K-n K-14

:kVI-B Mark VI Mark V-B

/29/65

L.2

,960

.2

:2)

956

245

]245

3256

P40

97?

953

3175

7/-/57 11/19/65

271.9 184.3

21,500 24,86o

24.o ~.O

(1) (2)

3000 3270

3&2x 3270

3021 3245

3ol_l 3319

3021 3277

3032 3362X

3021 329

3137 3226

zte method of measurement:

K-n

Mark XII

7/29/66

196.0

22,230

25.0

(2)

3184

3159

3184

3232

3154

3240X

3192

3182

K-n. c-6 c-lo

Mark XII Mark VI CM-I

8/3/66 2/-/57 9/14/64

M8. o 265.0 148.0

22,400 21,500 26,090

72.7 17.0 81.0

(2)

3170

3147

3170

3221

3154

3232

3182

3164

(1)

310il

3205

3126

3231=

3061

3139

3144

3140

(1)

3333

3334

3356

3M6=

3%2

3374

3371

3294

C-n

Cm-I

9/30/64

162.2

25.760

90.6

(1)

3280

3290

3320

3bx

3271

3333

3316

3262

C-21 c-2

Hi $ Mark V-B

11/23/65 5/5/66

382.3

14,220

72.0

(2)

241z

249X

246o

2484

2412

2473

2456

2534

(1) 151 Buildingwatt-hrmeter (2)WestonprecisionTest

Id TesIpConditions; 75 hp from W motors and 45 hp dissipated in gear reducer.

-

174.8

25,330

89.0

(2-

32=

32P

31
G

328~

31fl_

31~s
3221

3282
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Table 8 ,

Reactor System Heat Balance ~ta

Reactofl Process Water Heat Balance
Power Old Method Revised Method

/Power, M /

2525 2595 2479

2389 24% 2369

1894 1.862

2475 2516 2437

/Normalized to Reactor Power/

1.000 1.028 O.mz

1.000 1.046 0.%

l.m 0.983

1.000 ,1.017 0.985

* Reactor power calculated by cooling inter
flow and temperature change.

~ ,Heatbalance across heat exc~era.
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